The Trithorax Group Protein Ash2l is Essential for Pluripotency and Maintaining Open Chromatin in Embryonic Stem Cells
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Background: The trithorax protein Ash2l is a core component of the Mll complex essential for H3K4 methylation and mouse embryonic development.

Results: Ash2l depletion promotes differentiation and chromatin compaction.

Conclusion: Ash2l is essential for pluripotency and open chromatin in mouse ES cells.

Significance: This study describes for the first time genome-wide localization of Ash2l and provides insight into how open chromatin is maintained in ES cells.

SUMMARY

Embryonic stem (ES) cells exhibit general characteristics of open chromatin, a state that may be necessary for ES cells to efficiently self-renew while remaining poised for differentiation. Histone H3K4 and H3K9 trimethylation associate respectively, as a general rule, with open and silenced chromatin for ES cell pluripotency maintenance. However, how histone modifications are regulated to maintain open chromatin in ES cells remains largely unknown. Here we demonstrate that trithorax protein Ash2l, homologue of the drosophila Ash2 (absent, small, homeotic-2) protein, is a key regulator of open chromatin in ES cells. Consistent with Ash2l being a core subunit of MLL methyltransferase complex, RNAi knockdown of Ash2l was sufficient to reduce H3K4 methylation levels and drive ES cells to a silenced chromatin state with high H3K9 trimethylation. Genome-wide ChIP-seq analysis indicated that Ash2l is recruited to target loci through two distinct modes and enriched at a family of genes implicated in open chromatin regulation, including chromatin remodeler Cdh7, transcription factor c-Myc, and H3K9 demethylase Kdm4c. Our results underscore the importance of Ash2l in open chromatin regulation, and provide insight into how the open chromatin landscape is maintained in ES cells.

Embryonic stem (ES) cells are derived from the inner cell mass (ICM) of mammalian blastocysts, and able to self-renew and differentiate into all lineages in vitro and in vivo (1-3). The mechanisms of how ES cells maintain self-renewal and pluripotency offer insights and further our understanding of mammalian development, and are fundamental for developing therapeutics in regenerative medicine. Recent studies established the importance of “open” chromatin, characterized by a predominance of euchromatin over heterochromatin, in maintenance of ES cell pluripotency (4-7). Euchromatin has a less condensed chromosomal architecture and is generally associated with transcriptional activation, whereas the condensed conformation of heterochromatin often signals transcriptional...
repression. It has been postulated that the ES cell open chromatin represents a global transcriptionally permissive state, contributing to pluripotency and developmental plasticity (8-11). In the presence of differentiation inducing signals, this open conformation affords ES cells the ability to rapidly alter gene expression to profiles appropriate for the desired cell lineage (5,12,13).

In all cell types, both histones and DNA can undergo enzymatic modifications, including histone methylation, acetylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and DNA methylation, all of which are intimately linked to transcription and other biological processes (14,15). For example, methylation of histone H3K4, especially di- and tri-methylation, correlates with active gene transcription, whereas H3K9 methylation correlates with gene silencing and heterochromatin formation (16-19). In ES cells, genome-wide surveys of histone marks indicate that ES cell chromatin features higher levels of histone H3K4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) and H3/H4 acetylation, accompanied by lower levels of H3K9 trimethylation (H3K9me3), compared to the chromatin status of differentiated cells (11,20,21). Moreover, facultative heterochromatin (marked by H3K27me3) is preferred over constitutive heterochromatin (marked by H3K9me3) to allow more permissive transcription (22). Indeed, bivalent domains, marked by both H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 in ES cells, have been proposed as a poised state for developmentally important genes (23-25), one that allows rapid activation of such genes during embryonic differentiation.

Multiple chromatin modifying enzymes, epigenetic regulators, and transcription factors interact to establish an open chromatin state. Notably, in ES cells, examples include histone methyltransferases (HMTs), histone demethylases (HDMs), and histone acetyltransferases (HATs), recruited by transcription factors such as canonical stem cell factors (e.g., Oct4 and Nanog) and c-Myc (7,26-28). For example, Kdm4c, a histone demethylase that catalyzes the removal of the H3K9me3 mark, regulates global H3K9me3 levels and is required for maintained pluripotency in mouse ES cells (27). In addition, chromatin-remodelling proteins such as Chd1 (Chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 1) play an essential role in maintaining open chromatin and pluripotency in ES cells (7). Genome-wide localization analysis of Chd1 shows its strong correlation with enrichment of Pol II and H3K4me3, but not bivalent domains, in ES cells (26). Chd7, another Chd family member, co-localizes with Oct4, Nanog, Sox2, and p300 at enhancers of actively transcribed genes, indicating a likely role for Chd7 in promoting open chromatin in ES cells (29). For iPSC (induced pluripotent stem cell) generation, c-Myc appears to promote active transcription and open chromatin by increasing proliferation and opposing differentiation (30-32). While it is clear that a multitude of chromatin remodelling proteins participate in the dynamic process of histone mark establishment and regulation, the mechanisms that maintain high H3K4me3 and low H3K9me3 in ES cells remain unclear.

In mammals, the highly conserved Mixed Lineage Leukemia (MLL) protein complexes add methyl groups to histone H3K4 and contribute to H3K4me1, me2, and me3 marks across the genome (33). Full activation of the MLL complex histone methyltransferase activities depends on its core components, such as trithorax proteins Ash2l, Wdr5, Rbbp5, and Dpy-30 (34-36). In fact, the MLL complex cannot tri-methylate H3K4 in the absence of Ash2l (37). Ash2l-deficient mice die at gestation, suggesting an essential role of Ash2l in development (38). Recent studies have shown that Ash2l can directly bind to DNA through its winged-helix motif and prefers CG-rich sequences (39,40). The in vivo relevance of these findings has yet to be demonstrated. Moreover, mass spec analysis of affinity-purified H3K4me3 complexes in HeLa cells reveals that the chromodomain of CHD1 can directly bind the H3K4me3 mark and forms a complex with Ash2L, suggesting that CHD1 function may depend on the H3K4me3 mark generated by the Ash2L-containing MLL complex (41). However, a direct role of Ash2l in regulating an open chromatin and ES cell self-renewal remains to be determined.

In this study, we investigated the function of Ash2l in ES cell maintenance. We found that depletion of Ash2l by siRNAs resulted in a loss of pluripotency, manifested by changes in morphology and gene expression profiles. In addition, Ash2l RNAi-treated cells displayed reduced global H3K4me3 and increased H3K9me3, suggesting possible coordination between these two histone marks for maintaining
open chromatin. Whole-genome ChIP-seq analysis revealed multiple potential targets of Ash2l that may participate in open chromatin regulation. These findings indicate that Ash2l is required for ES cell pluripotency and the global, active chromatin modifications associated with ES cells. Furthermore, our work suggests that a regulatory network of specific epigenetic factors interact and sustain the open chromatin state of ES cells.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

ES cell line and antibodies—AB2.2 mouse embryonic stem cells (passage 18, kindly provided by Darwin Core Facility, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX) were grown in ES cell medium with 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS), either on irradiated mouse embryonic fibroblasts as feeder cells or with LIF in the absence of feeder cells.

The following antibodies were used: anti-Ash2l (A300-112A and A300-489A, Bethyl Laboratories; sc-81184, Santa Cruz Biotechnology); anti-Oct4 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology); anti-HP1alpha (#2616, Cell Signaling Technology); anti-Histone H3 (ab1791, Abcam), anti-H3K4me2 (07-030, Upstate); anti-H3K4me3 (ab8580, Abcam); and anti-H3K9me3 (ab8898, Abcam).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)—ChIP experiments were performed as described previously (42). Mouse ES cells (80–90% confluence) were crosslinked in 1% formaldehyde before lysis and sonication. The resulting extract was precleared (50 µl protein A beads, 10 µl IgG, 10 µl 5% BSA, and 5 µg of sheared salmon sperm DNA), and then incubated overnight at 4 °C with 3 µg of the appropriate antibodies plus 30 µl of Protein A agarose beads, 1 µl BSA (5%), and 25 µg of sheared salmon sperm DNA. Beads were then washed to elute the bound complexes for reverse crosslinking and DNA purification.

RNAi knockdown and RT-qPCR—ES cells were plated in gelatin-coated 24-well plates (5x10⁴ cells/well) in 500ml of ES cell medium. Approximately 40 pmol of Stealth RNAi™ siRNAs (Invitrogen) were transfected using Lipofectamine (Invitrogen). Total RNAs were isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). Reverse transcription was performed using iScript Select cDNA Synthesis Kit (BioRad). Real-time PCR was performed using an ABI StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System and SYBR Green Master Mix (Invitrogen). The siRNA sequences used are: Ash2l KD1 5’- CAAGAGGCCAGAGUGAUCCUUUA; Ash2l KD2 5’- UGGAGACUUUACAGAGCCUGCUUA; Ctrl KD, 5’- UUCCUCUCCAGGCCAGUACAUUU; Immmunostaining and fluorescence microscopy—Cells plated on coverslips were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (20 min) and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 (10min) at room temperature, followed by blocking with 3% normal goat serum, before primary and secondary antibody incubation. Primary antibodies used are: anti-Ash2l (sc-81184, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-Oct4 (sc-5279, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-H3K9me3 (ab8898, Abcam), and anti-HP1α (#2616, Cell Signaling Technology). FITC and Texas-red conjugated secondary antibodies were obtained from Invitrogen. DAPI (4’,6’-diamidino-2-phenylindole) was used to stain DNA. Fluorescence microscopy was performed on a TE200 microscope (Nikon, New York, NY) equipped with a CoolSNAP-fx CCD camera.

Whole-genome ChIP-seq analysis—Two independent genome-wide Ash2l ChIP-seq experiments were performed essentially as previously described (43). IgG ChIP-seq served as negative control. Alignment of short reads to the mouse genome (mm9) was carried out using SOAP (44), allowing for a maximum of two mismatches. Reads that produced no initial hits were repeatedly re-mapped with successive removal of the last 10 bp (whenever necessary) until the reads reached <25bp. All reads that were uniquely aligned were further analyzed (suppl. Table S1).

Peak detection was performed with MACS (Model-based Analysis of ChIP- seq, v.1.40) (45) using default parameters (p=1x10⁻⁵). For two-sample ChIP-seq analysis, MACS linearly scales the control sample for comparison with Ash2l ChIP-seq samples. MACS first uses high-confidence fold-enrichment (default 32) peaks to
model shift size, then detects peaks with a significant tag enrichment compared to background (Poisson distribution, \( p = 1 \times 10^{-5} \)). About 45% binding regions and >68% binding genes were found to overlap in the two independent Ash2l ChIP-Seq experiments. To ensure the quality of binding sites, only peaks detected in both ChIP-Seq experiments were further annotated.

Peak annotation was carried out with mouse genomic sequences (mm9). Gene locus information was extracted based on UCSC exon locus annotation (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm9/database/) and BioMart (www.biomart.org/version 61). For exon annotation, the longest transcript was taken as the representative for each gene. Sites of peaks were assigned based on their relative location to gene loci. For example, peaks within -2kb to +1kb from transcriptional start sites (TSS) were defined as promoters. Peaks outside of promoters but within ±10kb of TSS or termination sequences were designated as 5’UTR or 3’UTR. Distal regions were peaks >10kb upstream or downstream of 5’UTR and 3’UTR respectively. All remaining peaks were classified as unknown or not defined. Annotation follows the order of promoters, exons, introns, 5’UTR and 3’UTR, and distal regions. Gene Ontology (biological processes) and KEGG pathway analysis were performed using DAVID bioinformatics resources (46). Probabilities were evaluated by Bonferroni correction and values of ≤0.001 were considered significant. Genomic sequences that were up to 200 nt up- or downstream from the top 200 predicted binding sites (ranked by enrichment) were used for motif search with the Multiple Expectation Maximization for Motif Elicitation (MEME) and Motif Alignment and Search Tool (MAST) software (47).

### RESULTS

Ash2l is important for ES cell pluripotency

The global chromatin structure of ES cells is characterized as relatively open and devoid of heterochromatin (48-50), with discrete regions of trimethylated H3K27 and H3K4 bivalency associated with essential developmental regulatory genes (23-25,51-54). Given the importance of Ash2l in catalytic methylation of H3K4 by the MLL HMT complex and in embryonic development (34,38), we hypothesized that Ash2l may play an important role in determining the chromatin status of ES cells and in turn maintain ES cell self-renewal. Indeed, Ash2l expression was downregulated during ES cell differentiation (Fig. 1a). To further test our hypothesis, we used two independent siRNA duplexes to transiently knock down Ash2l in ES cells and examined their effect on ES cell biology. The efficacy of Ash2l knockdown was confirmed by RT-qPCR and western blotting. As shown in Fig. 1b and 1c, two siRNA duplexes could efficiently reduce the mRNA and protein levels of Ash2l (>80%). This Ash2l inhibition led to decreased mRNA expression of self-renewal and pluripotency factors such as Nanog, Oct4, Errb, and Rex1 (Fig. 1c). Importantly, RNAi knockdown of Ash2l by both Ash2l siRNA duplexes resulted in a reduction of alkaline phosphatase staining and an increase in the percentage of differentiated cells (Fig. 1d). In addition, we were able to observe up-regulated expression of specific differentiation genes in the mesoderm lineage (Fig. 1e). These findings are in line with the essential role of Ash2l in early embryonic development (38), and support the idea that Ash2l is important for ES cell pluripotency.

Ash2l regulates the open chromatin in mouse ES cells

We noted that Ash2l RNAi cells remained weakly positive for alkaline phosphatase activity (Fig. 1d), indicating that the Ash2l RNAi cells still retained certain properties of the undifferentiated state. These phenotypes are reminiscent of Chd1 loss-of-function ES cells, which accumulated heterochromatin with Chd1 knockdown (26). Thus, Ash2l may participate in regulation of an open chromatin structure, which is characteristic of ES cells and intimately associated with their pluripotent state. Open chromatin is generally marked by H3K4 tri-methylation, while silenced chromatin is marked by H3K9 tri-methylation (7). If effects of reduced Ash2l expression are directly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Accession #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rbbp5, negative</td>
<td>GSE22934; PMID:21477851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3k4me3, PolII, WCE</td>
<td>GSE12241; PMID:19946276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA-treatment, Nanog siRNA microarray data</td>
<td>GSE4679; PMID:16767105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
linked to the ability of Ash2l to regulate an open chromatin state of ES cells, loss of Ash2l may have marked effects on the level of tri-methylation of H3K4 and H3K9 present in ES cell chromatin. Indeed, transient knockdown of Ash2l in mouse ES cells led to a global decrease in H3K4me3 levels, and concomitant increase in global H3K9me3 levels (Fig. 2a, b, suppl. Fig. S1).

To further investigate the effect of Ash2l knockdown on ES cell chromatin, we performed immunostaining studies to detect HP1α, which are enriched at heterochromatin regions (26). In line with our detection of up-regulated global H3K9me3 levels with loss of Ash2l (Fig. 2b), we also observed a marked increase of HP1α foci in Ash2l KD cells (Fig. 2c-d and). Given that Ash2l loss gave rise to more heterochromatin domains prior to differentiation, our data indicate that Ash2l is required for the maintenance of open chromatin in ES cells.

Genome-wide ChIP-seq analysis of Ash2l binding sites in mouse ES cells—Next, we carried out genome-wide ChIP-seq analysis to identify Ash2l sites of chromatin enrichment in mouse ES cells. Our ChIP-seq experiments yielded >2.4×10^6 uniquely mapped short reads for Ash2l (suppl. Fig. S2). Short reads from IgG were used as controls for peak detection. A total of 9,807 sites were identified for Ash2l, corresponding to 5,986 genes (also see Materials and Methods for details) (suppl. Table S1). Compared to published datasets for H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 (53, 55), nearly 89% of Ash2l targets identified from our ChIP-seq experiments overlap with enrichment of H3K4me3, an indication that Ash2l may indeed positively regulate H3K4me3 (Fig. 3a). Consistent with interactions of Ash2l and Rbpb5 trithorax proteins, as members of a MLL complex (56, 57), ~79% of the Ash2l binding sites coincide with those of Rbpb5 (Fig. 3b) (58), further validating our ChIP-seq results and supporting chromatin interactions of Ash2l in ES cells as a member of a MLL complex. Significant co-occupancy was also observed for Ash2l and RNA polymerase II (60%) (55), indicating preferential association of Ash2l with transcriptionally active euchromatin. In contrast, Ash2l binding sites poorly overlap with the repressive mark H3K27me3 (33%) (data not shown). Additionally, the distributions of Ash2l, Rbpb5, Dpy-30, and H3K4me3 localization were strikingly similar and co-enriched around transcriptional start sites (TSS) (Fig. 3c-d). Notably, gene ontology (GO) analysis revealed that genes important for ES cell self-renewal (including embryonic morphogenesis, histone modification, and chromosome organization) were among the top categories for Ash2l-bound genes (Fig 3e). Taken together, these findings indicate that Ash2l globally associates with euchromatin in ES cells and may regulate the expression of genes that modulate histone modification and chromosome organization.

Ash2l may be recruited to target genes through its association with transcription factors (59-61) and MLL subunits such as Rbpb5, Dpy30, and Wdr5 (36). However, Rbpb5 and Wdr5 can also form protein complexes that are distinct from those containing Ash2l (34, 37, 58). Recent structural and biochemical studies have suggested that Ash2l may in fact directly bind target genes in vitro through its winged-helix DNA binding domain (39, 40). To further investigate these two possibilities of Ash2l chromatin recruitment in vivo, we analyzed our Ash2l ChIP-seq data for Ash2l consensus binding motifs. As shown in Fig. 4a, de novo binding motif analysis revealed two distinct motifs (referred to as TTCC and G-rich motifs here), suggesting two different binding modes. Notably, the G-rich motif is consistent with the Ash2l-binding motif identified by in vitro SELEX experiments using the Ash2l winged-helix DNA binding domain (40). When we examined several target regions containing either of the two Ash2l binding motifs, we found Ash2l to be most enriched at sequences containing the respective binding motif (Fig. 4b and suppl. Table S2). These data combined validate our ChIP-seq results, support two different modes through which Ash2l may be recruited to its target genes, and indicate that the G-rich motif may be directly recognized by Ash2l.

Ash2l regulates open chromatin status through its target genes—Our results thus far indicate that Ash2l can regulate H3K4 methylation, concomitant with active gene transcription, and has broad effects on ES cell maintenance. The enzymatic activity of Ash2l complex at specific gene targets may be further amplified by a network of Ash2l target genes, which promotes more global outcomes for ES cell stability and
maintenance. Based on our ChIP-seq data, genes encoding pluripotency factors Nanog and Oct4, transcription factor c-Myc, and chromodomain-containing chromatin remodelling enzymes Chd1 and Chd7 are targets of Ash2l binding (suppl. Fig. S3), which was confirmed by ChIP-qPCR analysis (Fig. 5a). Ash2l directly regulated the expression of c-Myc and Chd7, but not Chd1, as revealed by Ash2l knockdown (Fig. 5b). These results suggest that the effects of Ash2l in controlling open chromatin structure are manifested further by regulation of c-Myc and Chd7 expression.

In addition to chromatin remodelling, establishment of euchromatin also requires the repression of heterochromatin marks such as methylated H3K9, which is maintained by methyltransferases and demethylases for H3K9 (27,62). In the case of Ash2l-mediated effects on chromatin structure in ES cells, we predict that genes encoding H3K9 demethylases are gene targets of Ash2l, which would tip the balance toward loss of H3K9 methylation. Indeed, several H3K9 demethylases were identified as Ash2l-bound genes by our ChIP-seq analysis (suppl. Fig. S3). Notably, previous reports showed that RNAi-mediated knockdown of the H3K9me3 demethylase Kdm4c led to increased H3K9me3 levels and triggered differentiation of ES cells (27), suggesting Kdm4c as a potential target of Ash2l in ES cells. Gene annotation by BioGPS indicates that Kdm4c, but not Kdm4b, is highly enriched in ES cells (suppl. Fig. S4a-b), consistent with a specific role for Kdm4c in ES cells. Using ChIP-qPCR, we confirmed that the Kdm4c gene locus was indeed targeted by Ash2l (Fig. 5d). Importantly, Kdm4c expression is controlled by Ash2l, as Ash2l KD reduced Kdm4c but not Chd1 expression (Fig. 5c). Analysis of publicly available microarray data, quantifying RNA expression in Nanog-depleted and retinoic acid (RA) treated ES cells revealed similarly reduced Kdm4c expression (suppl. Fig. S4c) (63). In addition, our Ash2l ChIP-seq experiments also indicated an enrichment of Ash2l on the Kdm4c locus (Suppl. Fig. S5). This pathway convergence underscores the importance of an Ash2l-Kdm4c axis in ES cell maintenance. Further, these data collectively indicate that c-Myc, Chd7, and Kdm4c are targeted for modification by Ash2l, acting as a network of chromatin modifiers and transcription factors that promotes an open chromatin state of self-renewing, pluripotent ES cells.

**DISCUSSION**

We have demonstrated here that Ash2l is necessary for maintaining open chromatin and self-renewal of ES cells. As a core subunit of MLL complexes, Ash2l controls histone H3K4 methylation. Knocking down Ash2l in ES cells resulted in a decrease in H3K4 methylation while elevating heterochromatin marks. Consequently, the chromatin structure of Ash2l KD cells physically switched from an open state to a more closed conformation. In line with increased heterochromatin marks, we found that knocking down Ash2l resulted in global increased H3K9me3 level in knockdown cells (Fig. 2b). These changes are accompanied by lower alkaline phosphatase activities and elevated expression of specific differentiation genes, driving these ES cells towards mesodermal lineages. These results are consistent with an essential role of Ash2l in early embryogenesis (38). Our findings highlight the importance of Ash2l in the dynamic regulation of euchromatin and heterochromatin, and support the hypothesis that this chromatin regulatory process is a crucial component of the ES cell maintenance program (26).

Analysis of our Ash2l ChIP-seq data and previously published studies has revealed genome-wide co-occupancy of Ash2l, Rbbp5, Dpy-30, as well as histone H3K4me3 on ES cell chromatin (58,64). These observations underscore their importance for establishing and maintaining an open chromatin in ES cells, and are consistent with Ash2l/Rbbp5/Dpy-30 forming a core complex that is required for establishing and maintaining H3K4me3 (37,64). We identified two *in vivo* Ash2l binding motifs in this study. Notably, one of the motifs resembles the GC-rich binding pattern that was previously found to bind Ash2l winged-helix domain *in vitro* (40), suggesting that a portion of Ash2l may directly bind to DNA independent of trithorax complexes in *in vivo*. The two motifs therefore may correspond to the two modes of Ash2l binding to genomic DNA, direct or indirect, and reflect two distinct mechanisms by which MLL complexes may be recruited to their target genes. Different from other MLL subunits, Ash2l can bind DNA and may function as a DNA-binding factor itself to directly recruit MLL complex to modify histones.
In fact, Ash2l may control expression of a subset of genes independent of transcription factors. Although Ash2l, Rbbp5, Dpy30, and Wdr5 have been thought as core components for MLL complexes (34), functional differences among these proteins have also been suggested (34,58,64). Further studies are needed to tease apart the function of various sub-complexes for these proteins to shed more light on how ES chromatin is maintained and regulated.

Our genome-wide ChIP-seq experiments indicate that Ash2l preferentially occupies genes important for embryonic morphogenesis, histone modification, and chromosome organization. Among Ash2l target genes are several known open chromatin regulators, including Chd1, Chd7, Kdm4b, Kdm4c, and c-Myc (26,27,29,65-67). These factors have been shown to maintain open chromatin through chromatin remodeling, transcriptional control, and H3K9me3 demethylation (26,27,29,65-67). We provide evidence here that Chd7, c-Myc, and Kdm4c likely are transcriptionally regulated by Ash2l and augment Ash2l function in creation of open chromatin (Suppl. Fig. S6). Our model does not exclude the possibility that binding of Ash2l physically protects euchromatin or that H3K4me3 marks act as a platform in recruitment of additional factors that regulate the formation of open chromatin. For example, Chd1 can bind H3K4me3 directly through its chromodomain and remodels local chromatin for the open chromatin state (41). Further studies are expected to gain deeper insight into the mechanism by which Ash2l is required for maintaining open chromatin in ES cells.

Given the complexity and dynamic nature of ES cell self-renewal and open chromatin maintenance, alterations in the composition and activity of Ash2l complexes during ES cell differentiation warrant further investigation. One possible approach is to utilize advanced genomic and proteomic methods to systematically dissect Ash2l signaling networks and chromatin dynamics (68,69). Taken together, our results demonstrate that Ash2l is necessary for ES cell pluripotency and open chromatin regulation and carries out its function through multiple target proteins.
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Figure Legend

Figure 1. Ash2l is critical for maintaining ES cell pluripotency. a, Mouse ES cells were treated with retinoic acid (RA), and then harvested at the indicated time points for western blotting with the indicated antibodies. Tubulin served as loading control. b, Mouse ES cells were transfected with control (ctrl) or two different Ash2l siRNA oligos for knockdown (KD). Extracts were collected after 4 days for western blotting with the indicated antibodies. Gapdh served as loading control. Relative levels of Ash2l after normalization with loading controls were determined using ImageJ software. c-e, Self-renewal was impaired in Ash2l knockdown cells. Ash2l RNAi treated cells from (b) were examined for expression of the indicated self-renewal genes by RT-qPCR (c), alkaline phosphatase activities (d), and expression of the indicated lineage markers by RT-qPCR (e). Error bars indicate standard error (n=3).

Figure 2. Ash2l regulates histone marks and open chromatin in ES cells. a-b, Mouse ES cells were analyzed by western blotting with the indicated antibodies 2 days after transfection with Ash2l siRNA oligos as described above. Relative expression was determined using ImageJ software using H3 as control. c, Mouse ES cells that were transfected twice (on day 0 and 2) with the indicated Ash2l siRNA duplexes and then immunostained with anti-HP1α and Ash2l antibodies on day 4. Quantification of data from (c). Over 100 nuclei were examined for each treatment, and the number of HP1α foci was plotted (p<1x10^-8).

Figure 3. Whole-genome ChIP-seq analysis of Ash2l. a, Representative Ash2l binding profiles at its target genes from whole-genome ChIP-seq analysis. The binding patterns of Ash2l on Nsa2, Hexb, Wdr37, and Idi1 were compared to those of H3K4me3. Peak detection was performed with MACS (Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq, v.1.40) using default settings (p<10^-5). b, A significant portion of ChIP-seq identified Ash2l target genes overlap with those of H3K4me3, Rbbp5, and PolIII. c, Distribution of Ash2l ChIP-seq binding regions was presented. For comparison, similar analysis was performed for Dpy-30, Rbbp5, and H3K4me3, based on published datasets. Ash2l_com, data from both ChIP-seq experiments. d, Binding site distribution of Ash2l, H3K4me3, Dpy-30, and Rbbp5 relative to the transcriptional start sites of RefSeq genes. e, GO analysis of Ash2l-bound genes identified from our whole-genome ChIP-seq experiments.

Figure 4. Ash2l may be recruited to ES cell chromatin through two distinct mechanisms. a, Two consensus binding motifs of Ash2l were derived based on analysis of the top 200 Ash2l binding sites. Candidate targets for both motifs were selected for validation of Ash2l enrichment, where specific regions containing Ash2l binding motifs (as indicated) were examined by ChIP-qPCR using multiple sets of primers (suppl. Table S2). Motif 1, cog8 and cdc5l. Motif 2, Jmjd5 and Sirt6.

Figure 5. Ash2l regulates c-Myc, Chd7, and Kdm4c for open chromatin maintenance. a, ChIP assays were performed using mouse ES cells and anti-Ash2l antibodies, the co-precipitated DNA was analyzed by qPCR for the indicated genes. IgG was used as negative control. Error bars indicate standard error (n=3). b, Mouse ES cells were transfected with Ash2l siRNA oligos and analyzed by RT-qPCR for Ash2l expression two days after transfection. Error bars indicate standard error (n=3). RT-qPCR analysis of the expression level of the indicated genes in cells from (b). Error bars indicate standard error (n=3). Student t-test was performed to determine p values (indicated by *). c, RT-qPCR analysis of the expression level of the indicated genes in cells from (b). Error bars indicate standard error (n=3). d, ChIP assays were performed using mouse ES cells and anti-Ash2l antibodies, and the co-precipitated DNA was analyzed by qPCR using two sets of primers specific for Kdm4c (Kdm4c-A and –B). IgG served as control. Error bars indicate standard error (n=3).
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(a) Western blot analysis of HP1-α in Ctrl KD, Ash2l KD1, and Ash2l KD2 conditions. The blots show the levels of αH3K4me1, αH3K4me2, αH3K4me3, and αH3.

(b) Western blot analysis of H3K9me3 in Ctrl KD, Ash2l KD1, and Ash2l KD2 conditions.

(c) Immunofluorescence images of HP1-α and Ash2l in Ctrl KD, Ash2l KD1, and Ash2l KD2 conditions. The images show the localization of HP1-α and Ash2l in the cells.

(d) Histogram showing the number of HP1-α foci per cell in Ctrl KD, Ash2l KD1, and Ash2l KD2 conditions. The bars represent the number of cells for each number of HP1-α foci.
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(a) Relative enrichment of Ash2l and IgG for Nanog, Oct4, Chd1, Chd7, and c-Myc.

(b) Relative mRNA expression for Ctr, Ash2l KD1, and Ash2l KD2.

(c) Relative expression for Ctr KD, Ash2l KD1, and Ash2l KD2 for Chd1, Chd7, c-Myc, and Kdm4c-2.

(d) Relative enrichment for Kdm4c-A1, Kdm4c-A2, Kdm4c-B1, and Kdm4c-B2.

* P < 0.05  ** P < 0.01
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